We extend the idea of fermion bags to Hamiltonian lattice field theories in the continuous time formulation. Using a class of models we argue that the temperature is a parameter that splits the fermion dynamics into small spatial regions that can be used to identify fermion bags. Using this idea we construct a continuous time quantum Monte Carlo algorithm and compute critical exponents in the 3d Ising Gross-Neveu universality class using a single flavor of massless Hamiltonian staggered fermions. We find η = 0.54(6) and ν = 0.88(2) using lattices up to N = 2304 sites. We argue that even sizes up to N = 10, 000 sites should be accessible with supercomputers available today.
I. INTRODUCTION
Quantum Monte Carlo (QMC) methods of studying strongly correlated fermion systems are known to be notoriously difficult [1] . Even if sign problems can be solved it is difficult to study large system sizes close to critical points, especially when the system contains long range fermionic correlations. Many strongly interacting quantum critical points were predicted long ago in 2 + 1 dimensions in the presence of massless Dirac fermions [2, 3] , but their properties have not yet been determined accurately using quantum Monte Carlo methods. Due to developments in condensed matter physics related to the physics of graphene and the associated developments in topological insulators the field has become interesting again and there is new impetus to study the critical points better [4] [5] [6] [7] .
Studies based on the Lagrangian formulation on space-time lattices use the Hybrid Monte Carlo (HMC) algorithm [8] [9] [10] [11] . Although it is expected to have better scaling properties with system size compared to other fermion algorithms, it encounters singularities in the presence of massless fermions, especially near strongly interacting quantum critical points. In order to avoid such singularities, studies include a fermion mass. The presence of two infrared scales, in the form of a fermion mass and a finite lattice size, makes accurately extracting the critical exponents difficult. Ways to circumvent these problems could be very helpful.
Lagrangian formulations have other limitations as well. Ultra-local actions on space-time lattices can create extra doubling of fermion degrees of freedom due to time discretization. Along with chiral symmetry some internal flavor symmetries may also be lost. For example, the semi-metal insulator phase transition in graphene that was studied recently using the Lagrangian formulation with staggered fermions, breaks the important SU (2) spin symmetry [12] . Recently, Lagrangian formulations of Dirac fermions in 2 + 1 dimensions have begun to use overlap or domain wall fermions [13] [14] [15] . While these formulations preserve many symmetries of continuum Dirac fermions, they are computationally much more expensive, especially near strongly coupled quantum critical points.
We can circumvent some of the limitations of Lagrangian formulations by constructing the partition function starting from a lattice Hamiltonian. Since we can eliminate time discretization errors we can avoid an extra fermion doubling and preserve more symmetries [16] [17] [18] . Also, unlike the HMC approach the auxiliary field Monte Carlo (AFMC) methods used in the Hamiltonian formulation can also work with exactly massless fermions without encountering singularities [19, 20] . In principle the time to perform a single sweep in AFMC can be reduced to scale as βN 3 where N is the number of spatial sites and β is the inverse temperature. However, there can be bottlenecks due to numerical instabilities on large lattices. Several recent studies of semi-metal-insulator phase transitions in 2 + 1 Dirac systems have emerged recently using this approach [21] [22] [23] , and the largest lattices explored are roughly of the order of N = 2500 on honeycomb lattices and N = 1600 on square lattices [24] . Calculations in the continuous time limit involve much smaller sizes. Recently, the HMC algorithm has also been applied to Hamiltonian formulations [25] [26] [27] , but the problems related to singularities mentioned above continue to be a bottleneck.
Recently a new idea called the fermion bag approach, has been used to accelerate fermion algorithms [28, 29] . The idea was originally formulated within the Lagrangian formulation and has allowed us to study large lattices with exactly massless Dirac fermions and accurately extract critical exponents at some of the quantum critical points in 2 + 1 dimensions [30, 31] . In this work we extend the idea to Hamiltonian formulations in continuous time. Using it we are able to study lattices containing up to N = 10, 000 sites without encountering numerical instabilities. Although computing quantities close to quantum critical points on such large lattices still requires supercomputers, we are able to study square lattices with up to N = 2304 sites on small computer clusters.
II. IDEA OF FERMION BAGS
The idea of fermion bags is based on the intuition that it should be possible to write a fermionic partition function as a sum over weights of configurations where each configuration weight is obtained as a product of weights of smaller configurations. This is accomplished by dividing the fermion degrees of freedom of the entire system into many smaller entangled regions (or fermion bags) that are essentially independent of each other [28] . The fermion bag weight is obtained by summing over all quantum fluctuations within the bag. If this weight is positive an efficient Monte Carlo algorithm could be designed. The idea of fermion bags is an extension of the meron cluster approach [32] .
While the idea of fermion bags is widely applicable there is no unique recipe to identify the bags for a given model. One guiding principle is that weights of fermion bags must be positive which is not always guaranteed. One can also use efficiency of Monte Carlo sampling as the other guiding principle. If the fermion bags can identify the entanglement that arises naturally from the underlying physics and fermion bag weights remain positive, then the Monte Carlo sampling usually becomes efficient. For example, fermion bags can be identified differently at strong couplings as compared to weak couplings. At weak couplings Feynman diagrams suggest a natural choice for the fermion bags and then the approach is identical to the determinantal diagrammatic Monte Carlo methods [33] [34] [35] . But such an identification leads to inefficient Monte Carlo sampling at stronger couplings since the entanglement of the fermion degrees of freedom changes. Efficiency can be improved by combining weak and strong coupling fermion bags at intermediate couplings.
Recently we discovered that the idea of fermion bags can be useful even if a fermion bag becomes entangled with the rest of the system. We realized that this entanglement can be stored in the form of a large matrix. If this can be computed and stored we can perform fast updates of fermion bags. This extension of the fermion bag idea is similar to the idea of local factorization of the determinant proposed recently [36] . In our case it has allowed us to study 60 3 lattices near a quantum critical point with exactly massless fermions for the first time [37] . In this work we argue that a similar idea should be applicable for Hamiltonian lattice fermions.
In order to illustrate how the idea of fermion bags can be extended to Hamiltonian formulations in continuous time, in this work we focus on those that can be written as
where
Here x is a spatial lattice site,d labels the directions such that x, d labels a unique nearest neighbor bond. The operators c a x † and c a x are fermionic creation and annihilation operators at the site x with a flavor a = 1, 2.., N f . The couplings of the model are defined through the real constants δ x,d > 0 and α x,d . In the discussions below we focus on the N f = 1 model on a two dimensional square lattice with periodic boundary conditions and L sites in each direction with N = L 2 . However, they can be extended to any value of N f and all bi-partite lattice models where the sites connected to the bond x, d lie on different sub-lattices.
Although the Hamiltonians we consider are unconventional they contain rich physics. We have designed them so that the idea of fermion bags is applicable [38] . For a fixed N f they are invariant under an O(2N f ) flavor symmetry in addition to the usual lattice symmetries, some of which may be broken spontaneously at quantum critical points [39] . When N f = 1 our model is equivalent (up to an constant) to the t−V model,
when V > 0. Here we define Φ x = (−1) x1+x2 (c † x c x − 1/2), assuming a lattice site with coordinates x = (x 1 , x 2 ). The equivalence requires that we set
and
. If we define η x,1 = 1 and η x,2 = (−1) x1 , the model describes interacting two dimensional massless Hamiltonian staggered fermions [41] .
Using the well known CT-INT expansion of the partition function [16] [17] [18] we can write
where there are k insertions of the bond Hamiltonian H x,d inside the trace at times It can be shown that the traces that appear in (3) are always positive [42, 43] .
We can imagine H x,d as creating a quantum entanglement between the fermions at x and x +d. Thus, all spatial sites connected by bonds to each other at various times become entangled with each other. Such a group of entangled sites can be defined as a fermion bag. For the bond configuration in Fig. 1 we identify four fermion bags as shown in Fig. 2 . When two bonds x, d and x , d do not share a site between them the bond Hamiltonians commute, i.e., H x,d , H x ,d = 0. This implies that the weight of the bond configuration can be written as a product of weights fermion bags.
Since the space-time density of bonds is a physical quantity related to the energy density of the system [40] , for every coupling V we expect a fixed density of bonds. This implies that we can use the temperature as a parameter to control the size of fermion bags. At high temperatures we will have fewer bonds and many small fermion bags. Note that lattice sites that are not connected to any bonds form their own fermion bag. As the temperature is lowered fermion bags will begin to merge to form a single large fermion bag. At very low temperatures there will only be a few isolated small fermion bags. This suggests that at some optimal temperature the fermion bags may efficiently break up the system into smaller regions that do not depend on the system size. Even at low temperatures, we may be able to divide the imaginary time axis into many time-slices and update a single time-slice efficiently. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 , where the imaginary time extent is divided into four-time slices and in the shaded time-slice there are eight fermion bags, instead of the four shown in Fig. 2 .
1. An example configuration. The horizontal axis labels the spatial sites, the vertical axis is imaginary time.
The bonds in this configuration form four fermion bags between t = 0 and t = β.
Timeslices are added and MT and MB regions defined. Fermion bags are highlighted in the MT region, and the current update block is shaded.
In order to test if the maximum fermion bag size remains independent of the lattice size even for large lattices we have studied the t − V model (2) on a square lattice near its critical point. Taking β = 4.0 we divided the imagninary time direction into 16 time-slices and studied the fermion bag size as a function of the lattice size. For equilibrated configurations of L = 48, 64 and 100, the average maximum fermion bag size within a time slice was about 30 independent of L. Further tests suggests that the optimal temperature is roughly 0.25. Since bond insertions in different fermion bags commute with each other, we can efficiently update fermion bags in space-time blocks (shown as a box in the shaded time slice in Fig. 3) ) involving 30 to 60 spatial sites within each time slice. During this update the effects of the bonds outside this block is taken into account through the fixed N × N matrix as we discuss in the next section.
III. ALGORITHM AND UPDATES
We now discuss our Monte Carlo algorithm to calculate the correlation observable
to illustrate the advantages of the fermion bag approach. This observable is used in the next section to study the quantum critical behavior of the t − V model. In our algorithm we generate configurations ([x, d, t]; t 0 ) in two sectors: the partition function sector (n = 0) with weight Ω 0 ([x, d, t]; t 0 ) and the observable sector (n = 1) with weight f
Here 0 ≤ t 0 ≤ β is a time where the operator C n is introduced. In the partition function sector C 0 = I (the identity operator) and in the observable sector
The factor f > 0 is chosen so that the two sectors can be sampled with roughly equal probabilities. We record the number
for each configuration generated. It is easy to prove that
We use four different updates to generate the configurations ([x, d, t]; t 0 ) in the two sectors: (1) Sector-update: We flip the sector n → 1 − n while keeping ([x, d, t]; t 0 ) fixed. This update is time consuming and will be explained further below.
(2) Move-update: Since bond insertions commute with each other when they do not share a lattice site we can move all the bonds in time as long as two non-commuting operator insertions do not cross each other. We try to move roughly the same number of bonds moves as there are bonds in an equilibrated configuration. During this step t 0 and n remain fixed. (3) Time-update: t 0 ↔ t 0 while keeping the bond configuration [x, d, t]. We perform this update only in the n = 0 sector where it is trivial. (4) Bond-update: This is the most time consuming update where we attempt to change the entire bond configuration [x, d, t] ↔ [x , d , t ] while keeping t 0 and n fixed. We perform exactly one bond update per sweep since it is very expensive. For the other updates we perform a fixed number of each per sweep depending on the lattice size.
The sector-update and the bond-update are the two most time-intensive updates since we need to compute the ratio R = Ω n ([x, b, t]; t 0 ) /Ω n ([x , b , t ]; t 0 ) to calculate the transition probabilities in the Metropolis accept/reject step. Since the sector update is a special case of the bond update we only focus on the details of the bond updates. Using the BSS formula [44] we can show
where 1 N , B xi,di and O n are all N × N matrices with rows and columns labeled by spatial lattice sites. The matrix 1 N is the identity matrix, while B xi,di is the identity matrix except in a 2 × 2 block labeled by the rows and columns of the sites that touch the bond x i , d i . Within this block, B xi,di takes the form
Finally, the matrix O n depends on the sector n and is given by Before we begin the bond update we divide the configuration space into time-slices of width 0.25 with t 0 chosen to be at the beginning of the first time slice. We then update bonds within each time-slice sequentially. During the update of a time-slice we define two N ×N matrices: the background matrix M B (which is a product of all of the B x,d matrices outside the selected time-slice and O n ), and the time-slice matrix M T , which is the product of all the B x,d matrices within the time-slice being updated. Figure 3 shows what contributes to M B and M T . When the configuration of bonds within the time-slice is changed then only M T changes to M T . The ratio R is given by
where we have defined two new N × N matrices
Since the bond matrices B x,d in different fermion bags commute, it is easy to verify that ∆ is non-zero only within a block which contains spatial sites connected to fermion bags that change. If we randomly choose a spatial block containing about 30 − 60 sites and focus on updating the bonds only within that block, during such a block-update the size of the matrix ∆ cannot be greater than the sum of the sites in the fermion bags that touch the sites within the block. We refer to this set of sites, which can be larger than the block size, as a super-bag and denote its size as s. Since ∆ is non-zero only in an s × s block, it is easy to show that the computation of R (the ratio of the weight of the current configuration with that of the background configuration that existed at the time when the block update began) using (9), reduces to the computation of the determinant of an s × s matrix. Since G B and M T are fixed matrices during the entire block-update they can be computed and stored and all proposals to update the current configuration within the block reduces to the computations of a determinant of an s × s matrix, independent of the system size [45] . Since the fermion bag size does not grow with system size the maximum size of ∆ remains roughly the same on all timeslices even on large lattices. When the block within the same time-slice is changed, we need to recompute G B and M T . Due to the structure of G B we can use identities such as
express it in terms of partial G i 's. These identities avoid instability issues. Since partial G i 's can be calculated and stored we can compute G B easily without encountering instabilities. The recomputation of G B within a time-slice requires a time that scales as O sN 2 at most because we can use the Woodbury matrix identity in terms of inverses of stable partial products. When we change time-slices we use a storage scheme for our partial products similar to the one in [18] to facilitate updates that scale linearly in β. We have found that our algorithm not suffer from stabilization problems even when N = 10, 000 [45] .
The time to complete a single sweep with our algorithm scales as βN 3 , which is similar to the traditional auxiliary field algorithms. However, we believe we have reduced the prefactor significantly using the idea of fermion bags [45] . In Fig. 4 we show equilibration of N b (the total number of bonds in a configuration) as a function of sweeps for β = L = 48, 64, 100 and V = 1.304t. Although the L = 100 data has not equilibrated, there is no bottleneck (see inset of Fig. 4) . We estimate the bond density at equilibrium to be N b /βL 2 ≈ 2.7, which means at L = β = 100 we will have roughly 2.7 million bonds after equilibration. A single sweep will then roughly require a month to complete on a single 3GHz CPU core. The results shown in the next section were obtained with an order of 10 4 equilibrated configurations.
IV. RESULTS AT CRITICALITY
Using the algorithm described above, we have studied the two dimensional t − V model and computed the critical exponents at the quantum phase transition between the massless and the massive fermion phases. These critical exponents are expected to belong to the Ising Gross-Neveu universality class with N f = 1 four-component Dirac fermions [46, 47] . For large values of L we expect the observable C to scale as L −4 in the massless phase and to saturate to a constant in the massive phase. In the critical region (V ≈ V c and large values of L) we expect C to satisfy the leading critical finite size scaling relation [48, 49] 
Our Monte Carlo results are consistent with these expectations. [21] and V = 1.296t [22] . We find η = 0.31(2) and η = 0.41(4) at these couplings, consistent with previous results on small lattices. At V = 1.27t we find η = 0.74(2). Table I documents our results for C as a function of V and L near the critical point where we set β = L. Approximating f (x) = f 0 +f 1 x+f 2 x 2 +f 3 x 3 , we perform a seven parameter combined fit of all the data given in Table I, The t − V model we study here has been studied earlier on smaller lattices by two groups. Not surprisingly, the critical point and the critical exponents measured are in disagreement with each other. The first calculation was performed on lattices up to N = 400 sites and it was found that V c = 1.304(2), η = 0.318 (8) and ν = 0.80(6) [21] . In a later calculation lattices up to N = 484 sites were used and it was found that V c = 1.296(1), η = 0.43(2) and ν = 0.79(4) [22] .
Our results are obtained from lattice sizes that are five times larger than earlier studies and suggest a lower critical point and consequently a higher value for the exponent η. The value of ν also seems slightly higher but not inconsistent with previous results. If we exclude the larger lattice results we do find consistency with previous results. For example, if we assume V c /t = 1.296 or 1.304 and fit our data to the form L −(1+η) , after dropping larger values of L we get η = 0.41(4) and η = 0.31(4) respectively with a reasonable χ 2 /DOF (see Fig. 6 ). Unfortunately, the fits fail dramatically if L = 32 and L = 48. On the other hand at V = 1.27t the data fits well if we drop smaller values of L and gives us η = 0.74(2). If we force V c = 1.27t in the combined fit, the χ 2 /DOF increases to 1.3.
V. CONCLUSIONS
In this work we have demonstrated that the idea of fermion bags can be combined with standard Monte Carlo techniques to study large system sizes in continuous time. We studied the quantum critical behavior in the simplest Ising Gross-Neveu universality class and extracted the critical exponents using lattice sizes that were five times larger than previous work. Even larger sizes are feasible with supercomputers available today. With additional research, the idea of fermion bags should be applicable to a wide class of models.
Supplementary Material
Here we discuss some of the missing details that a reader may want to understand.
DETAILS OF THE UPDATES
In Section III of the paper we discuss how we compute the ratio R, defined by
While this R is for any ratio of an update configuration weight to its background configuration, less generically we can define R curr to be such a ratio for a current configuration within a block update, and R new to be such a ratio for a proposed update. The weight ratio that we need is then found from R new /R curr . Since we usually have already found R curr from a previous update proposal, the new update calculation usually consists of only one use of (A.12). A naive computation of the matrices M B , M T and M T can be numerically unstable as is well known. Note that each of these matrices are constructed as a product of block matrices B x,d . In a typical auxiliary field Monte Carlo method the product is accomplished using the singular value decomposition (SVD) of individual matrices B x,d that are contained in these matrices. This is time consuming and we would like to avoid it as much as possible.
In our case since each B x,d is only non-trivial in a 2 × 2 block we can multiply a bunch of them at a time without worrying about SVDs. We call each such bunch as a partial product M i . However the remaining product will still need SVDs in principle. To accommodate this we package the information needed in R into the matrices G B and ∆. Then there are three main numerical instabilities that we have to deal with: (1) computing G B and then updating it when we move on to a different time-slice, (2) updating G B between block-updates within the same time-slice, and (3) updating ∆ for each configuration update and ensuring a stable determinant. We will discuss how we accomplish these in some detail below.
First note that given two matrices, M 1 and M 2 , we have the identity
Further it is convenient that (1 + M )
. This means we can build G B from partial versions labeled as G T = (1 + M T ) −1 M T associated with each time slice T . The matrix G T in turn is obtained by combining the partial
−1 M i within a time slice, where the matrices M i are the partial products we explained above. We can do this efficiently using the idea of fermion bags. For each fermion bag in a given time-slice, we first construct G f taking into account the corresponding G i 's that belong to a specific fermion bag. Thus each G f is a matrix with f rows and f columns corresponding to the fermion bag sites. We can then combine the G f matrices into a G T matrix, which has distinct blocks according to the fermion bags. Thus, while G B is an N × N matrix, we can use the idea of fermion bags along with the identity (A.13) to reduce the number of O N 3 operations. While this does not reduce the scaling of the algorithm, it does significantly reduce the prefactor.
As we build G B , the partial forms of G B are already stored either in computer memory or on the hard disk. The stored partial forms allow us to make fast updates to G B when we move sequentially through the time-slices and keep the linear β scaling. More details on how the storage scheme works can be found in [18] . One wrinkle is that at times the O 2 matrix can cause a singularity so that certain types of partial G B matrices do not exist. If that happens we simply wait to combine the O 2 matrix with the others until the final combination to form G B .
A second important update to G B occurs when we are ready to update a new block without changing time-slices. The G B must be updated according to the super-bag S of the current block. Here we use the Woodbury identity to make the update only of order O sN 2 . Assuming G B = (1 + M B M T ) M B M T before the update,
where M T and M T are matrix products in timeslice T for the configurations that go with G B and G B , respectively, and Finally, we update the matrices M T that are found in ∆ often. For ease of computation and to ensure stability, the quantity we update is actually = G B M T −1 M T , and the determinant we calculate is
where we are using the RQ factorization of into an upper triangular matrix R and an orthogonal matrix Q, as in [44] . Only the M T matrices have to be updated each time, so we store an RQ factorization of the G B M T −1 product for the block update.
ALGORITHM PERFORMANCE
As mentioned in Section III of the paper, we can easily equilibrate even L = 100 lattices for small β values. Fig. 7 shows some equilibrations for the small β values of 1, 2 amd 4 at V /t = 1.304 (this is currently also shown in the inset of Fig.4 of the paper). In Fig. 8 , we confirm the O(βN 3 ) scaling of time for a complete bond-update. In particular we plot the bond update time τ b (in days) as a function of L for three different lattice sizes at the coupling V /t = 1.304 close to the critical point. Since β = L we expect a scaling of O(L 7 ). As expected the solid line in the figure, which is the plot of τ b = 3 × 10 −13 L 7 , roughly passes through all the points.
In order to compute our observable we need to generate a large number of statistically independent configurations. Through the Open Science Grid, we have access to several hundreds of CPU cores at a time. Thus, we can typically run about 1000 independent threads of our algorithm. On small lattices we start 1000 independent runs from a configuration without any bonds. We then wait for equilibration and collect about 20 sweeps of data from each thread thus generating statistics of about 20 4 configurations.
On larger lattices we equilibrate 10 independent configurations and copy each configuration on 100 cores. Thus we start the 1000 cores with equilibrated configurations but many of which are completely correlated. In Fig. 9 we plot the Monte Carlo fluctuations of three such threads starting from the same equilibrated configuration with different random number sequences. We note that the observable N defined in Eq.(6) of the paper seems to become decorrelated within a few sweeps. Hence, we again can generate 20 sweeps of data on each of the 1000 threads. We compute averages after throwing away the first few sweeps. 
TESTS OF THE ALGORITHM
We have tested our algorithm in multiple ways. One of the main steps in the algorithm involves computing ratios R of configuration weights Ω n ([x, d, t]; t 0 ) defined by the trace this approach can be unstable. Fortunately, it can also be computed as the determinant of a 2k × 2k antisymmetric matrix, where k is the number of bond insertions. Although the calculation of this determinant is more time consuming, it is stable. We have computed R by both these methods on small lattices and confirmed that they agree to very high accuracy. We have also compared the results for the observable C obtained from the Monte Carlo algorithm against exact calculations. Table II summarizes 
